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in Beyond Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley and other Wall Street giants, one vote after the Bitcoin 

market capitalization launched a "challenge" to the Forbes rich list, the current market value of 

Bitcoin has exceeded the total net assets of Bill Gates and Warren Buffett. Look at the rate of return 

rankings cottage currency, IOTA long list ranking the second, 6255 times the rate of return, that is 

assuming that you come up with 1000 dollars to participate in this project IC0 in the winter of 2015, 

and now go Exchange sell these IOTA, they can exchange for 6.25 million yuan. Future currency 

goes without saying, if you come up with 100 in 2013 to participate in future IC0 currency, now can 

sell 2.54 million yuan, the power of time is really terrible ah. 
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to see how much currency such returns, do not we would like to ask the next coin a thousand times 

where I think it will be China's Internet of Things project?. Only one reason: China's Internet of 

Things is the most usage scenarios and application scenarios. Such as the recent very fire of 

Thunder play-off cloud, just two or three months, there are already millions of play-off machine 

connected to the network cloud to provide CDN acceleration service, it offers great value traffic. 

According to this rate, the future may be hundreds of millions of Taiwan, more than a billion 

machines access network, the Thunder's stock increased sixfold in less than a month. 

If the future can be all things Internet, China will have access to hundreds of billions of network 

nodes, so the huge potential of China's Internet of Things. Today to talk INT, had this vision. 

Interestingly, INT outset beyond IOTA as their target, INT's chief architect item if Fei Boshi also 

wrote an article "With IOTA, why INT". 

INT core team members are from the earliest group of things developers, domestic communications 

backbone network system developer, has a very solid accumulation of things and scientific fields, so 

the project got a lot of well-known enterprises and companies established shortly after support, has 

now reached a depth of cooperation with well-known things companies Ruff, and have identified 

partnership with a number of listed companies. It is precisely because of the accumulation of solid 

INT, the original stage and in private Pre-IC0 stage has been sought after by investors, so that the 

official received a token amount far beyond the plan, but to take measures to coin. 

Here's a look at past projects INT team history: 

the first generation of Chinese state GPRS-based remote-man life detection wearable armor; 

the first domestic product concept of depth of anesthesia tester; 

China PHS products, communications platforms and communication protocols The system 

China's first CDMA switches; 



Huawei's first industrial routing hardware AR531; 

high-speed rail signal 3oo3 combination of fault - security system; 

Hua three hundred G-DDOS protection equipment; 

Huawei's high-speed rail signal 2-by-2 take 2 security system; 

China Metro ATP & ATO system; 

Bank clearing and settlement between the block chain applications; 

Ruff things operating system, Ruff has now become beyond the Raspberry Pi industry's most mature 

and the world's largest developer support IOT operating system; 

car-based networking applications ETH block chain "automatic traffic exchange system "in 2016 

successfully tested. 

INT is worth focusing on the white paper of two heavyweight consultant: Roy Li and Tan Lei. Here, 

the first things to talk about well-known companies Ruff (Company website: ruff.io). Ruff was 

founded in 2014, in 2016 developed Ruff 1.0, the first of Javascript hardware development, known 

as the Internet of Things with the world's best operating system in the past three years has received 

investment funds and other institutions to help geeks, estimate the value of hundreds of millions of 

dollars. March 2017, Ruff won the first "GE Predix Hackathon Best Innovation Award", the current 

Ruff customer service covering photovoltaic, power, energy and other areas, Ruff has already 

transcend Raspberry Pi (Raspberry Pi) to become industry's most mature and global most 

developers support the operating system of things. 
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and Roy Li's true identity is actually Ruff's CEO, so INT fact, the beginning is a silver spoon 

background, from inception to project has the full support of Ruff and established with the depth of 

cooperation between Ruff, Ruff operating system research and development on technology-based 

block chain of things, which is compared to the moment a lot of the concepts and imagination only 

"air" project, can be described as a great advantage, when do the project is still in the conceptual 

stage of exploration, also is worried the basis of the development environment, INT has already 

begun IOT block chain applications developed on the ground Ruff operating system. 

Tan Lei, another consultant, "block chain 2.0," the author, but also the co-founder of the North 

American block chain Association (NABA), the prolific Mr. Tan Lei, has published a dozen books on 

this block chain in the field of domestic and international chain block has a very important influence. 



Due to domestic regulation, INT team has always insisted on low-key publicity, buried in his work 

attitude, was once fade out of public view. At present the first edition of INT source on github open 

source has, at the same time, INT team from the start of the feasibility of landing, landing INTChain 

has applied to commodity logistics and medical logistics system. November, INT and state-owned 

enterprises in Zhejiang Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. Pharmaceutical Intel smart packaging to achieve 

cooperation, Intel Zhejiang Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. by the listed company Zhejiang Intel Group 

Holdings Limited. 

Is always shining gold, the team finally serious work will be rewarded, as the recent YOYOW on the 

line as the largest international exchange Bitfinex, YOYOW team after IC0 quietly a few months 

later, the international community has finally been recognized, realized leap in value, currency prices 

also rose from the previous 0.2 yuan to 1.6 yuan. It is foreseeable, INT will achieve more innovation 

in the future, we will also cooperate with more companies realize more things fall applications rich 

ecology of things. With the development of INT, INT at the line in the future more big exchange, INT 

will also be reflected in the value of the currency to the price leap on the value of the currency.  

 


